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(U) Pearson's shear control method of fragmentation control has been successfully employed in a variety of bombs and warheads and has potential application for impacting warheads. In this study we have investigated the response of a grooved warhead case to impact loads by using the finite element code HONDO II. The characteristic response of the case segment containing the groove is the appearance of two linearly shaped regions of yielding emanating from the groove location. The effect of a shear-control grid on the survivability of a warhead depends on the grid location and on the groove depth.
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INTRODUCTION

There is a recognized need for fragmentation control methods for the warheads of penetrator weapons that are to be used against moderately hard and hard targets. One possible approach is the shear-control method of fragmentation. A control grid were compatible with both the material properties of the case and the design requirements of the warhead. Since, however, a shear-control grid machined or formed into the inner surface of the warhead case may act as a stress raiser during target interaction, it is necessary to determine if the presence of such a grid would affect the structural integrity of the warhead case and, hence, the survivability of the weapon during the impact and penetration process.

In the present study, an investigation of the likely effects of a shear-control grid on the survivability of a blunt-nosed warhead impacting a moderately hard target was made through the use of a two-dimensional finite element code, HONO II. For an expedient analysis, grid effects were modeled by means of circumferential grooves on the inside surface of the warhead case. While this groove geometry was used primarily to meet the requirements of the HONO II code, it also appeared, based on the work of Stronge and Schulz on the failure modes of normally impacting penetrators, to be a simple way to model an extreme stress-raiser geometry relative to the use of this fragmentation control method. The study considered survivability effects due to groove location and the cross-sectional configuration and orientation of the groove profile.

---

AREA OF APPLICATION

Most fragmentation control methods are intimately related to the modes of energy absorption that are present in the metal during the fragmentation of the warhead case. For example, the effectiveness of the method may depend on whether the warhead case normally fragments primarily by means of shear or tensile breaks. To be most effective, the control method should utilize the stress system generated in the warhead case during the initial phase of case expansion so as to enhance the natural fragmentation behavior of the metal along definite and predetermined paths. Accordingly, the shear-control method of fragmentation is most effective when used with a warhead that has case material properties and case dimensions such that shear fracture predominates in the fragmentation process.

The diagram of Figure 1 indicates in a general way how wall thickness relates to the relative zones of fracture behavior, and the approximate regions for which different types of fragmentation control methods

![Diagram of Figure 1. Fracture and Control Zones. (SCG = Shear Control Grid.)](image-url)
should be effective, for warheads in the 10- to 12-inch-diameter range with a case made of a ductile, high-strength steel. As shown in the figure, as the case thickness for a given size warhead is increased, the predominant mode of fracture changes from shear to tensile, and different types of fragmentation control systems are required. Also, as the wall thickness is increased, the desired fragment size may require consideration of a multi-wall design and even the possible use of a mixed control scheme. In applying the concept of Figure 1, which is to match the control method to the predominant mode of fracture, it should be recognized that quantitative values for defining both the fracture zones and the control regions will vary with the properties of the case material, the charge-mass ratio of the warhead, and very strongly on a judgmental basis of what is an acceptable fragmentation signature for a given warhead.

The left side of the diagram shows the approximate range where a shear-control grid can be used effectively with a single-wall case. A number of the warheads for projected penetrator weapons also fit into this region of control, and it is for this area of application that this investigation was conducted.

GRID PATTERN

The shear-control method of warhead fragmentation uses families of mechanical stress raisers in the form of a grid system that is usually machined or formed into the inner surface of the warhead case. The elements of the grid system control the initiations of shear fractures at the root of each grid element, and the shear fractures then propagate along fracture trajectories established by the stress field existing in the warhead case during the initial phase of case expansion. The control grid is designed to match the geometry of this stress field and to utilize the principal strains in the metal to activate only specific families of fracture trajectories and thus produce fragments of a predetermined size and shape. For cylindrical warheads, the most commonly used grid design is a diamond pattern, with the diamonds elongated in the axial direction, as shown in Figure 2. Such a pattern makes effective use of the strain field generated in the expanding case, and also produces fragments of a desirable shape and size.

GRID PROFILE CONFIGURATIONS

The grid profile configuration is the cross-sectional shape of the individual grid elements. In general, the grid element profile is given by one of two basic shapes; it is either symmetrical or nonsymmetrical as shown in Figure 3. The shear trajectories that represent the possible paths of shear fracture propagation emanate in mutually orthogonal pairs from the root of each element in the grid system. Whether the controlled fractures tend to propagate along both trajectories, or are restricted to
FIGURE 2. Shear-Control Grid in Warhead Case.
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FIGURE 3. Fracture Trajectories for Grid Element Profiles.

only certain trajectories of a specific orientation is governed by the cross-sectional profile of the grid. For a symmetrical profile (Figure 3a), both trajectories support fracture to the same degree, while for a non-symmetrical profile (Figure 3b), the primary trajectory supports fracture to a much greater degree than does the secondary trajectory.
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

One of the most important factors in the use of the shear-control method is the behavioral property of the case material. Since this control method is based on controlled shear fracturing, the method works best when used with ductile steels, and is least effective with brittle steels. If the warhead case fractures completely through the wall in shear, or if shear fracture occurs through most of the wall, then that case should work well with this method for a warhead of that size. If, on the other hand, the case fractures predominantly in tension, it is generally not suited to this type of control.

Table 1 lists a number of different steels that have been studied at the Naval Weapons Center (NWC) for appropriateness of use with the shear-control method. A general guide, based on these studies, indicates that most of these steels should be generally acceptable at least up to a hardness value of about Rockwell C 40. It should be noted that a number of the high-strength, heat-treatable steels that were fully acceptable for use with this control method would also be candidate materials for penetrator warheads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Hardness, Rockwell</th>
<th>Ultimate strength, psi</th>
<th>Suitability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAE 1015...</td>
<td>B 75</td>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE 1026...</td>
<td>B 95</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE 1040...</td>
<td>C 22</td>
<td>110,000</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE 4142...</td>
<td>C 22</td>
<td>118,000</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AISI 52100.</td>
<td>C 28</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE 4340...</td>
<td>C 31</td>
<td>155,000</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hy Tuf......</td>
<td>C 40</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AISI 52100.</td>
<td>C 46</td>
<td>237,000</td>
<td>Marginal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AISI 52100.</td>
<td>C 60</td>
<td>310,000</td>
<td>Too brittle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FAILURE OF IMPACTING WARHEADS

WARHEADS WITHOUT GRID SYSTEMS

In order to assess the effect that a shear-control grid may have on the failure of an impacting warhead, it is first necessary to understand the general failure mode of the warhead without a grid system. It is then possible to fairly evaluate the probable effects that the addition
of a grid system could have on warhead survivability. Analysis by finite element and experimental firings of smooth-cavitied test projectiles demonstrate two basic deformation patterns and failure modes for normally impacting warheads, depending on the type of target.

Penetrating Concrete

The projectile penetration of thick concrete targets produces moderately severe loads of long duration, which result in a pronounced cavity bulge illustrated in Figure 4. While there is significant deformation at the front end of the warhead, the greatest strains are experienced in the region of the cavity bulge, which is referred to as the primary failure zone of the warhead. For impact velocities greater than a characteristic value for the specific warhead, a critical strain is exceeded in the primary failure zone and the material fails in shear, resulting in breakup of the projectile and termination of the penetration. It appears that the introduction of stress raisers in the primary zone of failure (such as the grooves of a shear-control grid) could significantly reduce the critical impact velocity at which the warhead fails.

Perforating Steel

Perforation of a steel plate target results in a high load of short duration on the front end of the warhead as a disk is plugged from the target. The resulting deformation (Figure 5) is largely confined to mushrooming of the front end, with bulging also occurring in the same primary zone of failure. Projectile breakups depend on projectile striking velocity and target thickness. Radial fractures, plugging, multiple spalling, and even complete shattering of the nose plate may occur, depending on impact velocity. Since the damage to the warhead is concentrated at the
front end of the warhead, the case need not be as thick as for a case designed to go against a semi-infinite concrete target. The effect of a shear-control grid would depend on the case thickness. If the case were thin enough so that the cavity bulge became the primary failure region, then the presence of this stress raiser could be important.

![Diagram of projectile deformation due to perforation of steel plate.](image)

**FIGURE 5.** Projectile Deformation Due to Perforation of Steel Plate.

**WARHEADS WITH GRID SYSTEMS**

The presence of stress concentrators, such as notches, holes, welds, and joints, generally weakens a structure and reduces its capacity to absorb energy and survive impulsive loading. Since fragment control by use of a grid system purposefully introduces dynamic stress raisers, it could be anticipated that the use of a fragment-control grid system might reduce the survival velocities of an impacting warhead, depending on the warhead design and target characteristics. The response of a grid system to dynamic compressive loads needs to be studied to show the differences between the stress patterns and the resulting deformations for the scored case versus the smooth case, and to find how the design elements of a grid system affect the response to these loads.

**SURVIVABILITY STUDY**

**SCOPE OF STUDY**

The purpose of this study was to investigate the possible effects of shear-control grooves on the survivability of impacting warheads. The main tool in this investigation was a two-dimensional finite element code,
called HONDO II. Since the code is limited to axisymmetric bodies, this analysis was restricted to circumferential grooves and impacts of normal obliquity. The study of longitudinal grooves, complete grid systems, or oblique impacts would necessitate either an experimental investigation or a three-dimensional analysis. The study analyzed the effects of a circumferential groove and offers the conclusions as representative for the effects that would be produced by a full grid system. Simplification of the problem to a single circumferential groove (Figure 6) aligns the plane of the groove with the plane in which non-grooved warheads are most likely to fail and places this stress raiser as near to the load as possible. It is expected that if a warhead with a complete grid system were to fail due to the presence of the grid pattern, the failure would start in the portion of the grid nearest the front end of the warhead, or in the primary failure zone. Thus, the study of warheads with a single circumferential groove should provide a good basis for drawing conclusions as to how shear-control grids affect the survivability of normally impacting warheads.

![Diagram of a warhead with a circumferential groove](image)

**FIGURE 6.** Circumferential Groove Replacing Complete Shear-Control Grid System for Purpose of Analysis.

The approach used was to study the effect of profile configuration, location, and depth on the stress and deformation patterns in a warhead case subjected to various impact loads for comparison with the response of a plain-walled case subjected to the same loads. The loads used were chosen to represent impact of moderately hard targets.

**ASSUMPTIONS**

This study assumed that the failure of the case depends on the magnitude and duration of the stresses experienced by sections of the case. Since the steels appropriate for a shear-control grid are ductile in order to achieve fragment control by shear, it is reasonable to expect
that the case will fail in a shear mode. (Full scale firings conducted under other programs have substantiated this mode of behavior.) A parameter widely used in the study of ductile failure is octahedral shear stress which is derived from the theory of maximum distortion energy. Octahedral shear is defined as

\[ \tau_{\text{oct}} = \frac{1}{3} \sqrt{(\sigma_2 - \sigma_1)^2 + (\sigma_1 - \sigma_3)^2 + (\sigma_3 - \sigma_2)^2} \]  

(1)

where \( \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \sigma_3 \) are the principal stresses.

The octahedral shear stress at yield is

\[ \tau_{\text{oct}} = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{3} \sigma_y \]  

(2)

where \( \sigma_y \) is the uniaxial yield stress.

It was assumed that conclusions as to the effect of grid grooves on the failure of the case could be made by examining the octahedral shear patterns and structural deformations as predicted by the finite element code.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

WARHEAD MODELS

Two finite element models were constructed for simulation using HONDO II, one with a circumferential groove and one without. Figure 7 shows the dimensions and the mesh construction.

The physical properties used for the 4340 steel are

- density, \( \rho \) ................. .000733 lb sec\(^2\)/in\(^4\)
- Poisson's ratio, \( v \) ............. .3
- plastic modulus, \( E \) ............. 77,000 psi
- yield stress, \( \sigma_y \) ............... 148,000 psi

The two models were run against a pressure-time curve chosen to simulate penetration and perforation by the warhead of a 0.5-inch-thick mild steel target at 2000 feet/s. The resulting stress patterns were quite similar (Figure 8), with the stresses in the grooved warhead being only slightly higher and more persistent. It was found, however, that the similarity in response of the two models was due to the coarseness of the finite element mesh used, and that the finite element mesh would have to be much finer in order to reveal the effects of the groove with sufficient clarity to have any predictive value. Since a full-sized
model with a sufficiently fine mesh would exceed the space allocated by the computer for HONDO II, it was necessary to study instead segments of the warhead case, thus allowing for meshes of sufficient resolution. The "full-sized" simulations provided information used to estimate the loads experienced by the case at the front plate interface. Simulation of the penetration into semi-infinite concrete using the full-sized warheads was not run as the information generated would not be cost efficient.
FIGURE 8. Regions of Yielding for Grooved and Plain-Wall Warheads Impacting a Steel Plate.
CASE SEGMENT MODELS

In order to study the effects of the grooves on the stress patterns in the warhead case with greater detail and generality, and at the same time keep the amount of computer time and cost within reason, finite element models of sections of the case were constructed. The loads placed on the case segments were similar to those experienced by case segments in the simulation involving the entire warhead. The finite element code was used to look at the effect of groove configuration, location, and depth on the stress patterns resulting from these loadings. The stress patterns generated in the case segments are predictive of the stress patterns that would be seen by sections of a case wall for an impacting warhead and thus, depending on the failure criterion of the case material, predictive of the failure of the warhead.

RESULTS OF THE CASE SEGMENT ANALYSIS

GROOVE CONFIGURATION

Figure 9 shows the structure mesh for the grooved and plain-wall case segments. Two groove orientations were used, as shown. The orientation of the groove is important to fragment control as the effectiveness of the nonsymmetric groove in producing primary shear trajectories is dependent on its orientation relative to the detonation wave. Figure 10 shows the three pressure-time curves used throughout this study. Curve A is the load derived from the full-sized study for perforation of a steel plate; curve B has a higher total impulse at the same pressure level; curve C has an extended, but less than yielding, load as would be experienced by the case during penetration of moderately hard targets (such as concrete). The actual load experienced by a case segment would depend on the impact situation. Here the loads are treated as an independent parameter.

The load given by curve A of Figure 10 was applied to the segment end of each of the three configurations. Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the octahedral stress contours (10,000, 40,000, 70,000 psi) for the plain-wall and grooved case segments, with the regions of yielding blackened in. Two stress waves move the length of the segment past the groove position and into the shock absorber portion of the test specimen--an elastic wave and a slower moving plastic wave. The plastic wave dissipates and the plastic portion reaches a maximum distance of 0.6 inch into the segment and then vanishes as the load is removed. There is no other plastic region in the plain-wall specimen. In contrast, the grooved segments show (and this proved to be characteristic) two bands of yielding emanating from the groove position and running at 45 degrees to the compressive load, the direction of maximum shear. The stress patterns are clearly independent of the groove orientation, as shown by Figure 12, and the planar regions
of yielding are certainly a result of the presence of the groove. In this example, the bands of yielding extend the width of the case and last for approximately 13 microseconds. A failure criterion for the case would depend on the length of the yielding band, particularly on whether it spans...
the case width, and on the duration of the span. A successful failure model would have to be predictive of the type of failure (either ductile or brittle) in order to estimate the time at which the case failed.

While the shape of the groove is fairly well set by the application, it can be expected that any triangular-shaped groove that has about the same depth as those investigated here will generate basically the same stress pattern consisting of the 45-degree bands of yielding originating at the groove position. Thus, it is expected that similar failure patterns will result even from different groove profiles.

GROOVE LOCATION

The case segments tested for the effects of groove configuration were located in what would be the weakest portion of the full warhead, that is, near a region experiencing the maximum stresses and showing the greatest deformation. One possible way to avoid the detrimental effects of a shear-control grid would be to keep it behind the region of the case/front plate interface. Figure 13 shows mesh structures for nonsymmetrical and "vee" grooved case segments, with the distance between the segment end and the groove position extended from 1 to 2.5 inches. Load A of Figure
(a) Plain-Wall Cylinder

FIGURE 11. Regions of Yielding.
(b) Grooved Cylinder.

FIGURE 11. Regions of Yielding.
FIGURE 12. Regions of Yielding for Grooved Case Segments of Two Orientations at 17.5 Microseconds After Application of Load Given by Curve A of Figure 10.
10 was again applied to the extended test specimen shown in Figure 13(a). The stress patterns generated are shown in Figure 14. Linear regions of yielding again appear at the groove, but extend only partially through the width of the case, and have a duration of 10 microseconds, 3 microseconds less than the duration of the yielding zones for the groove placed nearer the segment end. Thus, the likelihood of case failure can be reduced by moving the initial groove farther from the region of greatest stress. (The apparent offset of the yielding zone from the root of the groove is due to limits imposed on the contour plotting routine by the size of the elements in the finite element mesh at the groove root.)

FIGURE 14. Regions of Yielding for Extended Test Case Segments Showing Maximum Extensions of Region at 26 Microseconds.
The results of applying the load of greater duration (curve B of Figure 10) to the lengthened specimen are shown in Figure 15. Until 26 microseconds the stress contours exactly duplicate those shown in Figure 14. In the previous test the linear zones begin to recede at this time. In this test the zones continue to lengthen and finally span the width of the case. The region of yielding at the front of the specimen extends a maximum of 0.8 inch along the length of the case, an increase of 0.2 inch. The duration of the yielding bands for this test was 18 microseconds. It

FIGURE 15. Regions of Yielding for Extended Test Case Segment Under Longer Load Duration Showing Maximum Extension at 30 Microseconds.
is evident that the extent and duration of the linear zones of yielding depend on the distance of the groove from the region of greatest stress and on the duration of the load. Thus, the probability of warhead failure increases as the duration of the load increases for warheads with and without grid systems.

DEPTH OF THE GROOVE

Besides moving the grid system away from the case loading points, another possible method of resisting failure due to the presence of a shear-control grid would be a reduction in groove depth or, alternatively, an increase in case thickness. Unfortunately, the nonsymmetrical groove profile that is used for precision fragmentation control requires a minimum depth of about 0.040 inch. However, the symmetrical "vee" groove, which is used for nonprecision control, can be effectively used with a depth of only several thousandths of an inch.

Figure 13(b) showed the finite element mesh for a case segment having the same dimensions as the extended segment used in the preceding study of groove location but having a shallow "vee" groove. This "vee" groove test segment was subjected to the same load (curve B of Figure 10), which caused bands of yielding to extend the width of the case with the presence of the larger nonsymmetric groove. Figure 16 shows the extent of the bands of yielding caused by the "vee" groove. Most of the yielding occurs upon the return of the stress wave from the far end of the test specimen, and little yielding is associated and none is actually connected with the "vee" groove. This shows that the failure of the case can be made less likely by a reduction of the groove depth. Some caution must be exercised in interpreting this last simulation. The mesh detail near the small groove was taken to be one element because of computer run-time considerations. Thus the material near the groove may react too stiffly, and the extent of the regions of yielding predicted by the finite element simulation may be too small. However, the basic conclusion that reduction in groove depth enhances the survivability of the case is reasonably certain.

That the relative depth of the groove is important in determining the survivability of the case is shown by the following test made to study the effect of increasing the wall thickness of a test specimen on the growth of the yielding regions caused by the groove. The width of the finite element model shown in Figure 13(a) was increased by 50%, resulting in the model shown in Figure 17. The structure was subjected to the load detailed by curve B of Figure 10. Figure 18 shows the region of yielding for the extra wide case segment. Comparing the contours for the normal and extra wide case segments, we see that the extent of the lower band of yielding is reduced and that the upper band does not span the width of the thicker case. Additionally, the duration of the yielding process in the groove region is reduced from 18 to 12 microseconds.
Thus the survivability of the case is enhanced by either a reduction in groove depth or by an increase in wall thickness. The depth of the groove relative to the case thickness is important in determining the survivability of the case.

GROWTH OF THE BANDS OF YIELDING

A summary of the effects of groove location, relative depth, and load duration on the growth of the notch yielding bands across the width of the case is given by Figure 19 for two different case thicknesses. For each test, the radial extent of the region of yielding appears to
FIGURE 17. Finite Element Model of Case Segment With .75-inch Wall Thickness.
FIGURE 18. Regions of Yielding for Extra-Wide Case Segment.
FIGURE 19. Extent of Radial Yielding Region From Notch. Notch distance from load 1 inch in curve a; 1.5 inch in curves b, c, and d. Pressure-time given by Curve A of Figure 10 for curves a and b; by Curve B of Figure 10 for curves c and d.
grow with time in a very roughly exponential manner until either the case width is spanned or the load on the specimen is removed. When the load is removed from the test specimen, the region of yielding retreats back to the groove. The growth rate for the extended segments (curves b, c, and d) is less than that for the segment with the groove nearer the load (curve a). For curve b, the band does not have time to span the case. Curve c shows the band of yielding spanning the case width for a load of the same magnitude but of greater duration. Thickening the case resulted in an initial delay in the initiation of the yielding (curve d), but once begun, the band length for the thicker case grew at a higher rate than did the bands in the thinner specimens.

CASE DEFORMATIONS

The deformations of the case segments from which the stress contours were obtained were small. This is because the run times were relatively short in comparison to run times usually used for full warhead simulations. Finite element structures of grooved and plain-wall case segments were constructed for the purpose of examining the deformations resulting from application of loads of long duration on the two types of segments. The mesh was made less detailed near the groove to compensate for the longer run times, and so may have reacted somewhat more stiffly to the stresses, producing smaller deflections and more diffused dislocation patterns.

The pressure-time curve applied to the segment end is shown by curve C of Figure 10. After 150 microseconds the plain-wall case segment shows no great deformation at its midsection, and is, in fact, locally concaved (Figure 20). Gross deformations are concentrated at the ends. In contrast, the grooved segment shows a clear pattern of relatively large deformation (Figure 21). The midsection deformation is largely confined along the lines of yielding seen in the previous runs, and maximum displacements appear along lines extending from the groove at 45 degrees. A torus with a triangular cross section is being pushed outward from the wall of the case. The groove is forced closed. By this time in the simulation it is apparent that the grooved case is more likely to satisfy some failure criterion than is the plain-wall case, and at least a well defined circumferential ring appears on the outside surface of the grooved case and not on the plain-wall case.

The deformation pattern, which might be called the groove ring, is caused by the bands of dynamic yielding that are associated with the groove and to which the plastic flow in the area of the groove is constrained, and by the moment created by the offset of the compressive load due to the presence of the groove, which allows plastic strain in directions along the length of the bands. For a full grid system, providing that the case does not fail, one may be able to see the outline of the grid on the outside of the case wall, provided the load is long enough, just as the outline of a shear-control grid can be seen in the initial
FIGURE 20. Plain-Wall Case Segment Deformation Resulting From Load C.
FIGURE 21. Grooved Case Segment Deformation Resulting From Load C.
FIGURE 22. Grooved Case Segment, Groove on Outer Surface, Deforming in Response to Load C.
stages of case expansion following the detonation of the explosive. Should the case survive, there may be cause to speculate as to the effect of the "presoftening" of the shear trajectories and on the partial or complete closing of the groove profile. It is possible that the groove profile could be designed to compensate for these effects if they should appear of consequence.

For sake of completeness, a finite element structure of a case segment with the groove located on the outside of the case wall was run against the deformation loading. Figure 22 shows that outside notches must generate stress patterns similar to inner grooves, with the yielding bands emanating inward from the groove position. A wedge-shaped torus is pushed into the warhead cavity. In any case, the presence of a groove can cause potentially significant deformations not seen by plain-wall cases. Whether these deformations result in case failure depends on the properties of the case material and on the duration of the load.

What kind of failure model should be used to predict the actual failure of the case depends on the results of experimental work. The finite element simulation indicates such a well-defined shear pattern that it may be possible to learn something quite useful by combining analytical and physical data. It would be a substantial contribution to formulate a failure model that could be used with confidence in warhead simulations.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

**REDUCTION IN ENERGY ABSORPTION CAPACITY**

Juvinall notes that stress raisers in a tensile bar subjected to impact loads produce two separate effects: (1) The reduction in cross section drastically reduces the energy absorption capacity; (2) The stresses in the plane of the groove are concentrated near to the surface of the groove. It might be expected that these effects would be similar to the behavior patterns of the grooved cylindrical segments under the compressive loads that were used in this study. Indeed, it has been shown qualitatively from the stress patterns caused by the presence of a groove that there is an initial concentration of yielding near the groove that then spreads out in 45-degree zones from the groove. One can use the idea of a reduction in energy absorption to make quantitative predictions of the effect of a groove on the breakup velocity of a projectile.

---

If the inner radius is denoted by \( R \), the case thickness by \( t \), and the groove depth by \( d \), and if the groove is located at the center point of the cavity bulge, then a reduction in the failure velocity \( V_f \) could be expected as given in the equation

\[
V_f(t) = V_f(0) \left( 1 - \frac{d}{t} \right) \left( \frac{2R + d}{2R + t} \right)
\]

(3)

This is based on the assumption that the kinetic energy of the warhead prior to impact that is needed to cause breakup is proportional to the energy absorption capacity of that segment of the case at which the warhead fails, that is, at the cavity bulge.

No generalization or simple calculation as Equation 3 can be given for the effects of a circumferential groove away from the center of the cavity bulge or when the warhead failure is due to front-end fractures that are sometimes associated with the perforation of steel plates, except that the reduction in breakup velocity should be smaller and, as a function of notch depth, more complex. There is a need for experimental work here.

Estimates can also be made for the additional wall thickness at the cavity bulge that is needed to compensate for the loss in energy absorption capacity due to the presence of a groove. If \( \Delta t \) is the addition to the wall thickness needed, then

\[
\frac{(t + \Delta t - d)}{t(t + \Delta t)} \approx 1
\]

(4)

derived from straightforward algebraic manipulation. For \( d \ll t \) this is satisfied for \( \Delta t \approx 2t \). Of course, if the groove is not located at the cavity bulge, then no compensating thickness may be necessary since the case may not fail at the groove location.

SECONDARY FAILURE ZONE

Ductile Fracture

When the plane of the groove is located away from the primary failure zone, the results of the finite element simulations predict that a secondary failure zone will be created and that it will have a width of \( 2t \), twice the wall thickness. The width of the primary failure zone, based on the theory of buckling of thin-walled cylinders, is greater than \( 2\sqrt{Rt} \), which for the radii and wall thicknesses of concern to this study is a figure greater than \( 4t \). Comparing the deflections obtained by the groove rings in the case deformation simulations with cavity bulge deflections obtained analytically and experimentally by Stronge and Schulz for similar times, it is doubtful that if the failure is
ductile that the secondary failure zone would become the point to initiate breakup. This is because the primary failure zone absorbs energy before the secondary zone and because the primary zone is bigger than the secondary zone, deforming more as a hinge than as an expanding ring which better characterizes the deformation in the groove region.

Brittle Fracture

If breakup is initiated by a brittle fracture, then the secondary zone may be the region of initial failure. Experiments by Papirno, Mescall, and Hansen with solid cylinders of 4340 steel impacting semi-infinite steel targets show a transition in failure mode at a Rockwell hardness of C 44, failing by ductile fracture below this hardness and by brittle fracture above. However, since a Rockwell hardness of C 46 is marginal for use in a shear-control system and C 60 unacceptably brittle (see Table 1), one might justifiably expect that there would normally be no problem of a brittle fracture originating at the groove. Thus, while it may be of little importance for predicting effect of a shear-control grid on the survivability of an impacting warhead, it could be of use in the development of a more general failure model to investigate the effect of hardness on the failure mode of circumferentially grooved cylinders.

EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

Subsequent to this analytical study, test firings of circumferentially grooved projectiles against steel plate and simulated concrete targets were conducted by Schulz and Heimdahl. The projectiles were sectioned and examined. A brief description of the results of this work may be beneficial at this point.

The appropriateness of Equation 3 for estimating the effect on the breakup velocity of a circumferential groove located at the cavity bulge for a projectile penetrating simulated concrete was confirmed as the equation provided a good fit to the experimental data. (The same projectile did not fail at the cavity bulge when impacting the steel plates and so Equation 3 had no meaning.)
The existence of the bands of yielding emanating at 45 degrees from the root of the groove has been established by metallographic examination of the sectioned projectiles under oblique lighting. The zones in which plastic work was accomplished has an outline similar to the outline of the bands of yielding calculated by the finite element code. The characteristic deformation pattern or groove ring is evident in the sectioned and non-sectioned projectiles and is similar to the patterns generated by HONDO II for this study.

Some of the 45-degree yielding bands in the test projectiles contained parallel shear bands and fracturing. An unexpected result was the presence of a tensile fracture originating at the root of the groove and running radially across the width of the zone of plastic work. These fractures may occur during unloading (perforation of the plates or rebounding in the simulated concrete) as they do not occur simultaneously with a shear fracture.

SUMMARY

Extending the results of this study of a warhead case with a circumferential groove to warheads with shear-control grids must be done with caution. However, the following conclusions are supported:

1. The presence of a shear-control grid may be detrimental to the survivability of an impacting warhead by reducing the breakup velocity. This will be especially evident if the grid is present in the primary failure zone.

2. The detrimental effects of a shear-control grid can be reduced by minimizing the depth of the groove profiles, or, alternatively, by increasing the case thickness. (This may not be practical in many instances.)

3. The detrimental effects of a shear-control grid can be reduced by increasing the distance from the nose to the grid, and possibly can be eliminated completely by keeping the grid out of the primary failure zone.

Conclusions of this finite element study specific to the effect of circumferential grooves on the survivability of impacting warheads are:

1. A circumferential groove causes yielding patterns not evident in a plain-wall case. The stress distribution depends on the depth and location of the groove.

2. For a grooved case under a sufficiently high compressive load, bands of yielding grow from the groove position across the width of the case. If the load is of sufficient duration as well as intensity, a secondary failure zone or groove ring with width approximately twice the wall thickness will be evident on the case. The deformation can be characterized as the displacement of a right-triangular cross-sectioned torus with vertex at the groove root being pushed away from the groove.

3. The growth history of the bands of yielding depends on the distance of the groove from the plane of loading, on the depth of the groove, and on the duration of the load, and is independent of the groove orientation and profile.

4. The reduction in breakup velocity for an impacting warhead with a circumferential groove located in the plane in which the plain-wall warhead fails is a function of groove depth. Equation 3 may be appropriate in many instances for calculating this reduction. THE REDUCTION IN BREAKUP VELOCITY IS REDUCED OR ELIMINATED ENTIRELY IF THE GROOVE IS MOVED OUT OF THE PRIMARY FAILURE ZONE.
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